The Institute for Ethics in Artificial Intelligence (directed by Prof. Dr. Christoph Lütge)
offers the following thesis topic (Master):

The Use of Surveillance Technology during COVID-19: A Comparative
Study of Different Times and Contexts
Background
Within the past few months, the Covid-19 pandemic struck numerous countries around the
world, leading to governmental reactions aiming to reduce the spread of the virus. Different
types of AI-powered technologies were thus deployed, and more specifically, surveillance
technologies from visual/facial recognition, to tracing/tracking apps. Some countries’ populations
and cultures were and are more inclined to accept these changes.
Countries of interest: China, Germany, South American country TBD, African country TBD, and
Middle-Eastern country TBD.

Expected goals
Drawing upon past literature, quantitative data from already existing surveys, and qualitative
data stemming from semi-structured interviews, this thesis will aim to analyse the initial
technological and governmental context of one (1) country, and the changes that occurred due
to Covid-19. Moreover, a thorough analysis of the public’s acceptance of surveillance tech and
the motivators behind it is expected. Possible research questions are:
•

Which factors impact the public’s acceptance of surveillance technology in times of
public health crisis?

•

Which discrepancies can be seen between the pre-covid context, and the pandemic
context in terms of surveillance technologies deployed?
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